
WOMEN’ S CATALOGUE



BASIC MODELS
Create your leotard, chose one from our 16 models 
and customise it. Make it special by adding sleeves, 
trimming, cuts. inserts and overlaps. All fabrics are 
divides by type and can be combined as you like 
to give your item even more character. After you’ 
ve decided about all the details and created your 
leotard, fill out the form using codes that refer to the 
options you chose.
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The basic price of gament is 30€ , the final price will be calculated whn we have recived your order. We’ll send you an email as soon as possible 
to have you confirm your order.
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MINERVA Front: boat neck
Back: deep U-shaped 
neckline

DIANA Front: wide boat 
neck,hightlights the 
clavicle.
Back: deep U shaped 
neckline

TERSICORE Front: rounded neckline 
slightly open on the 
shoulders that exalts the 
dècolletè, come down 
on the bust in a roundish 
shape
Back: deep U-shaped 
neckline

ISIDE Front: boat neck from one 
shoulders to another
Back: Closing with a hook
Particularity: With a 
little keyhole, that can be 
modified
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MAIA Front: Open V-shaped 
neckline
Back: deep U-shaped 
neckline

PENELOPE Front: Square neckline, 
exalts the opening of the 
shoulders making it look 
very elegant
Back: square neckline

SELENE Front: without neckline, 
collar closes with a hook
Back: with a little keyhole, 
that can be modified*
Particularity: adding mock 
neck detail, it will close 
with snap buttons

IRIS Avanti: Scollo a barchetta 
da una spalla all’altra 
Dietro: Chiusura con un 
gancetto.
Particolarità: L’apertura 
nasce con la goccia piccola 
e può svilupparsi in altre 
forme.
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VENERE Front: open soft cut 
neckline with added cuts: 
With pinch in the middle
Back: deep U-shaped 
neckline

AFRODITE Front: shoulder to 
shoulder boat-neck with 
raglan sleeves
Back: soft cut back 
neckline
Particularity: Available 
only with raglan sleeves, 
but of all sizes

CALLIOPE Front: halter, without 
dècolletè
Back: button closure 
behind the neck
Particularity: originally 
without colar, but can be 
added

FLORA Front: very deep 
neckline with inserts and 
reinforcement under the 
breasts
Back: deep square neckline
Particularity: available only 
with sleeves
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CLIO Front: chinese collar with 
zipper
Back: completely closed
Particularity: zipper 
available in any color. You 
can chose mock neck

BRIGID Front: deep neckline, 
camisole
Back: U-shaped neckline

GAIA Front: straight 
neckline, camisole, with 
reinforcement under the 
brasts
Back: straps close in the 
center of of the neckline

SIBILLA Front: top with boat neck 
and raglen sleeves
Back: soft cut back 
neckline
Suggestion: ideal as 
overlap added to another 
leotard
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SLEEVES
Kimono, trumpet, raglen, bishop... An important detail 
that outlines the shoulders, giving them elegance and 
refinement. Sleeves can have different shapes and 
have suggestive names, and are an essential detail 
that contributes to eternal and delicate beauty. You 
just have to choose the type that you think will add 
even more grace to your movements.
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M 01 Cup sleeves M 02 Mini sleeves   
            

M 03 Short sleeves     
     

M 04  Above the elbow sleeves                 

M 05 Three-quarter sleeves     
               

M 06  Long sleeves    
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TRIMMING
As we konw, details often make a difference. In this 
case, trimming makes your leotard more special, 
giving it a romantic or sporty character, depending 
on the fabric you use. The fabric and color of the 
trimming can be different from those of the body of 
the leotard so, you can create interesting contrasts 
and give unique look to your garment. An accurate 
choice of trimming will contribute enourmously to 
the final result and will make your leotard even more 
special. Trimming can be added along the neckline 
and on the sleeves.
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BM 02 Trimming on short sleeves

BM 03 Trimming on short sleeves                   

BM 01 Trimming on mini sleeves                   

BS 00Neckline trimming                
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BM 04 Trimming on above the elbow sleeves
                   

BM 05 Trimming on three-quarter sleeves

BM 06 Trimming on long sleeves
                  

BM 00 Trimming on armholes
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CUTS
Cuts exploit the body making its dominant 
characteristics stand out and give you chance to 
create infinite combinations of textures and colours. 
This will make your item even more exclusive.
Cuts can be: straight, soft, round cut and round cut 
with pointed tip on the back.
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T 01 Straight cut 
          

T 02 Soft cut

T 03 Round cut
            

T 04 Soft cut with pointed tip on the back
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OVERLAPS
Overlaps are one of the options we offer to let you 
creatre your  ideal garment. You can combine all see 
through fabrics with those that are intended to be 
used for the base, Lycra and velvet. Therefore, you 
hav the possibility to play with contrats or tone-on-
tone on the top front part of your leotard, a swell as 
using a se through detail on the back or on sleeves. 
With this option it is necessary to add acut to your 
item.
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Overlap using lace

Overlap using tulle

Overlap using embroidered tulle

Flocked fabric

Ovarlap using velvet

Overlap using Lycra
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INSERTS
Inserts will make your leotard have a defined 
character giving it a veiled sensuality exalting 
the elegance of the body. They let you play with 
transparency, overlap and shapes. Applied wisely, 
inserts are ideal for those who want to enrich the 
garment they wear.
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I 04 The side insert exalts your lines

I 01 The sweetheart insert can be used for all models,
with any type of cut or overlap 

 

I 03 The slip insert (only back) lets you have an 
extremely open neckline using transparent fabric on the 
back.

I 02 The corset insert (only front) lets you vary 
materials, colours and overlaps. 

I 05 Strip insert under the breasts 
 

I 06 Strip insert on the waist

NB:  Inserts 05 and 06 are available combined with overlaps,  not with cuts.
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DETAILS
Infinite ways exist to tailor a garment. We’re giving 
you more options to add to your custom made 
leotard like collars, keyhole and pinch detail that aim 
to exalt your lines. Models 7, 11 and 13 originally 
have a simple 2.5 cm collar (P 01), so it is possible 
to choose the mock neck (P 02). Models 7 and 8 
originally have a small keyhole detail on the back, so 
if you like you can go and change that. On models 4, 
14 and 15, that have a U-shaped back neckline (15 
also front neckline) you can add a flat pinch.
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P 7 Pinch on the front
      

P 03 Small keyhole
            

P 01 Basic collar P 02 Mock neck

P 05 Round keyhole
            

P 8 Pinch on the back
     

P 04 Large keyhole
         

P 06 Triangle keyhole
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MATERIALS
All fabric used for creating our leotards are made 
in Italy. Each fabric was put into a category and can 
be combined with another one, so that you can give 
more character to your garment, making it even 
more special.
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LYCRA® 80% Nylon 20% Elastan

L 01 - SILK L 02 - OLD WHITE L 03 - NUDE L 04 - BISCUITS

L 05 - COCOA BROWN L 06 - BROWN L 07 - MUD BROWN L 08 - ABANO 

L 09 - OLD PINK L 10 - KALE L 11 - DARK GREEN L 12 - BOTTLE GREEN 

L 13 - BLACK L 14 - SLATE L 15 - PEACOCK  GREEN L 16 - SAGE

L 17 - SILVER L 18 - PLUM WINE L 19 - FUCHSIA L 20 - PURPLE GRAPE

L 21 - PLUM L 22 - DARK BLUE L 23 - ATLANTIC BLUE L 24 - NIAGARA 

L 25 - POOL BLUE L 26 - MERLIN BLUE L 27 - LILAC L 28 - AVIO 

L 29 - DARK GREY L 31 - BORDEAUX L 32 - BRIGHT RED L 33 - LIGHT PINK

L 35 - WISTERIA L 36 - SKY BLUE L 37 - ACQUA
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VELVET  90% Poliestere 10% Spandex

LACE  85% Nylon 15% Elastane

FLOCKED  91% Poliammide 9% Elastan

V 01 - BLACK V 03 - CYCLAMEN V 04 - VIOLET V 05 - CLASSIC BLUE

V 06 - DARK BLUE V 07 - DARK GREEN V 08 - PEARL V 11 - CAMEL

P 01 - CLOUD PINK P 02 - IVORY P 03 - WISTERIA P 05 -  DARK BLUE

P 06 - PEACOCK GREEN P 07 - ACQUA P 11 - ABANO 

P 10 - BLACK

F 01 - BLACK F 02 - BOTTLE GREEN F 03 - POOL BLUE F 04 - SKIN

F 05 - RED CURRANT F 06 - DARK BLUE

P 09 - PLUM WINE
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TULLE PARIS   85% Nylon 15% Elastane

TULLE EMBROIDERED  85% Nylon 15% Elastane - Filo di Seta

TP 01 - CHOCOLATE TP 02 - SKIN TP 03 - WHITE TP 04 - CAROLINA BLUE

TP 05 - BLUE ICE TP 06 - LIGHT VIOLET TP 07 - PINK TP 08 - CYCLAMEN

TP 09 - CLASSIC BLUE TP 10 - PEACOCK GREEN TP 11 - BLACK TP 12 - PLUM WINE

TR 01 - POOL BLUE TR 02 - POOL BLUE WHITE TR 03 - WHITE SAGE TR 04 - SAGE GREEN

TR 05 - BLACK RED TR 06 - BLACK TR 07 - LILAC BLUE TR 09 - ABANO MOKA

TR 10 - NUDE BLACK               TR 13 - WISTERIA WHITE
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SIZE
All garment are available in : XS - S - M - L
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SIZE XS S M L

HEIGHT 147 - 155 cm
57,9 - 61 inch

155 - 162 cm
61 - 63,8 inch

162 - 170 cm
63,8 - 66,9 inch

170 - 176 cm
66,9 - 69,3 inch

BUST 74 - 80 cm
29,2 - 31,5 inch

80 - 85 cm
31,5 - 33,5 inch

85 - 90 cm
33,5 - 35,5 inch

90 - 96 cm
35,5 - 38 inch

WAIST 57 - 62 cm
22,5 - 24,4 inch

62 - 67 cm
24,4 - 26,4 inch

67 - 72 cm
26,4 - 28,4 inch

72 - 77 cm
28,4 - 30,3 inch

HIPS 80 - 85 cm
31,4 - 33,4 inch

85 - 90 cm
33,4 - 35,4 inch

90  -95 cm
35,4 - 37,4 inch

95 - 100 cm
37,4 - 39,3 inch

TORSO 135 - 140 cm
53,2 - 55,2 inch

140 - 145 cm
55,2 - 57,1 inch

145 - 150 cm
57,1 - 59 inch

150 - 155 cm
59 - 61 inch
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